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THE CENTRAL STATE ARCHIVE OF ALBANIA
A SHORT HISTORY AND IT'S COLLECTION OF ECCLESIASTICAI

DOCUMENTS

1. Hrsronv oF THE ARCHIVES m ArgeNIe

The first attempt aiming the creation of a state archive in Albania
dates back in November 79731 , one year after the declaration of the
independence of Albania from the Ottoman Empire, when the new
Albanian government of that time institutionalized the archivistic
activity in Albania, but without managing to create a proper archive.
On 7932 there was a second attempt to create a General State Archive
that was going to function under the care of the Prime Minister's
office2, but this project did not find application in practice. During the
period 1973-1944 the archives in Albania were functioning in a decen-
tralized system, where each institution had its own archive, either as a
substructure attached to an office, either as an independent structure
of the institution. However, the general economic and politic weakness
of Albania during this period conditioned the weakness and iregularity
of the archivistic work. On November 7944, when Tirana was liberated,
the General Headquarter of the Albanian Army decided that a commis-
sion would administrate all the available documents that could be
found at any local institution, bringing, this way, a new reality for the
Albanian archives. While onJune 8'h of the year 7949 the State Archive
was created with a decision of the Prime Minister as an independent
institution3. In 7951 the State Archive became part of the Ministry of the
Interior Affairs, a situation that continued up to the year 1962. On this
year was created the General Directorate of the Archivesa, which is the
highest archivistic authority in Albania. It functions under the respon-
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sibility of the Prime Minister of Albania and its direcror is appointed
and dismissed from the duty by the Prime Minister. The Law for the
Archives, modernized and up to date, was passed from the Parliament
of Albania on 2003 and it is still in power. The General Directorate of
the Archives controls and leads the archivistic work of the Central State
Archive (situated in Tirana) and of the Regional Archives (situated in
12 maior cities of Albania). Also, it offers professional help to all the
archives in the territory of the Republic of Albania. The archivistic
network of Albania is compound by the:

- Central State Archive (public archive, administrated by the
GDA),

- Regional State Archives (public archive, administrated by the
GDA),

- Archives of state institutions (the Archive of the President; the
Archive of the Parliament; the Archive of the Ministry of the
Interior Affairs; the Archive of the Ministry of Justice; the Archive
of the Ministry of Defence, all of them administrated by the head
of each institution),

- Central Technical Archive (actually administrated by the Ministry
of Urban Development and Tourism),

- Central Archive of Film (administrated by the Ministry of
Tourism).

Approximately the CSA and the Regional State Archives count 40
linear kilometers of shelves. The central and the regional archives in
Albania count 95 archivists, the major part of them are concentrated
at the CSA. According to the Albanian law, the archivists have the
status of the civil servant. Each year the GDA organizes the archivistic
stash, which is a 5-week course, open for all the staff of the govern-
mental or private institutions. Also, at the Faculty of History of the
Tirana Universiry (the public university), functions the MA program on
archivistics, in collaboration with the GDA.

As for the research instruments at the CSA, our reality is really
poor. At the archives is offered the general index of the archive, giving
description that often is not enough or does not introduce properly
the researcher with the documents. Also, there exists the index of
proper names, and the thematic index, which is focused on the most
important events and personalities of the history of Albania.
Nevertheless their insufficient level, these indexes cover the major part
of the CSA collection, and for the time being are the only instruments
we have. During the three last decades specific guides were prepared
for themes that were considered important during these last 20 years,
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which are 1. personal archives regarding personalities of the Albanian
history; 2. the institutions of the Albanian State on years 7)72-7990; 3.
the documents related to the Hebrew population during \X/MI; 4.

documents regarding the relations between France and Albania; and
5. the relations between Albania and Regione Puglia. Except the last
guide, which is compiled in Italian, all the other guides and all the
indexes are written in Albanian.

2. Tlg.r. coNTENT or-' THE DocUMENTS rrousED AT THE CSA eN» rusrn
PROVENANCE

The CSA is a relatively new archive, compared to the age of the
documents that it possesses. After the year 1949, by different govern-
ment decisions or encyclicals, all the central and local authorities were
ordered to gather and deposit at the CSA their documenration dating
prior to the year 7944; also the local authorities encouraged private
persons to donate or sell whatever documents of historical importance
they possessed. This is how the vast majority of the most important
documents connected to the history of Albania were brought at the
CSA during the period from the year 1949 up to the end of the '80-ies.
Meanwhile, being a state archive, administrative documents produced
by the state activity are added each year to the collection of CSA.

The thematic of these documents is of different nature, depending
from the source of their provenance, and it varies from personal docu-
ments, to old documents of the Ottoman period, documents of the
Albanian state administration and documents of the religious commu-
nities in Albania. About this last category, so far there is not an exact
history or statistic regarding the form and frequency in which these
documents were brought at the CSA. According to the order of the
Executive Committee of Shkodra dating on 9'h of March 1946, all the
movable and immovable properties of the monastic orders of the
Catholic Church in Albania were going to be nationalizeds.In the case
of their archives, there is no evidence where they were kept until the
moment that they became part of the CSA collections.

We must underline here that the Catholic Community of Albania
was the most persecuted from the communist regime, due to their
unceasing opposition with the totalitarian system. The persecution
started as soon as the Communist Party came in power, in January
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7945. During the same year different unjust trials followed and, cler-
gymen and brothers from different monastic orders were convicted to
death or prison. Their archives and libraries were subjected to perse-
cution, also, nevertheless the order for their nationalization.

The two other bigger religious communities, the Muslim and
Orthodox ones, also suffered from the persecution, but under milder
circumstances. This conditioned even the fate of their immovable
heritage, including archives and libraries.

In 7967 the communist youth of Albania was raised against all the
religions in the country, destroying everything they could, under the
motivation of the "Revolution for the creation of the new man".
'W'hatever was collected at the CSA up to that date was saved from that
madness and is still preserved nowadays. AIso, all those documents
that once entered at the CSA were never considered in danger from
the communist system, but were strictly preserved.

3. Tur DocuMENrs oF THE Carsouc CsuRcu er rsr CSA

Number of the Fund Name of the Fund Number of Folders Period

Archdiocese of Durrès 955 (48 regesta)131

132 + 737/A

r33
1.34

Total:11,418

Archdiocese of Shkodra

Franciscan Order

Jesuit Order
Folders

8264

1937

262

7631, - 7967

1638 - 1967

1710 - 7967

7760 - 7954

Other documents regarding the catholic community of Albania
may be found at other Funds, like, e.g., at the Personal Funds (collec-
tions of private documents, in our case from the catholic clergy).

4.Tse DocUMENTS oF rHE OnrHooox CsuncH AT THE CSA

No. of the Fund Name of the Fund No. of Folders

735 Metropolis of Berat

736 Vice-Metropolis of Durrès

137 Orthodox Community of Elbasan

138 Monastery of St. John the Vladimir
139 Metropolis of Drinopolis and Glirokastra

740 Monastery of Kamena

747 Metropolis of Korga

742 Orthodox Communiry of Shkodra

488 Codices of Albania

49

743

7

20

57

18

r379

386
179

Period
1781, - 1942

1862 - 7967

7687 - 7935

7863 - 7936

1755 - t966
1940 - 187r
7770 - 7967

7865 - 7957

6rh - 20th
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No. of the Fund Name of the Fund No. of Folders Period
(Byzantine and Post-Byzantine centurv

ManuscriPts)

536 Orthodox Autocephalous 1524 1889 - 1967

Church of Albania

Total: 4,296 Folders


